When you think about summer, warm, lazy days come to mind. The sun changes the light, and colors take on a warmth of their own. Cool white, pale pink, mustard yellow, brick red and orange, give Frisky the same overall warm summer feel. Citrus Garden is a large-scale print that would make a new-favorite summer dress, or roomy bag to take to the beach. It also works for backings and borders.

Modern abstract elements in Celadon Green and Navy balance the warmer colors, and give them the striking contrast they deserve. Catch Me has a playful feel with all the colors seemingly thrown onto the pale pink background. Dots on a grid, a couple of two-color prints, and an random, irregular dot print complete the collection.

Frisky mixes youthful energy with a sophisticated color palette to create a collection that is perfect for every age, and for every kind of project.

APRIL DELIVERY

ZC PLBP Pluses
82” x 82” LC Friendly

ZC HEQP Hexagon Love
82” x 82” LC Friendly
frisky ZEN CHIC

- 40 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton
- 2 Mochi Linen
- 30% Linen / 70% Cotton
- 4 Rayon
- 100% Rayon

Assortments & precuts do not include mochi linen or rayon.